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           Two  Of  The  Best! 

                               Featuring 

         Eric Fenwick‘s OOLS 

              “CORONATION” 

                Richard Hallam  

    The invention of  OOLive Steam! 

                      (part two)  

THE  CLUB  CARRIES  A  SELECTION  OF  DVDS..............SHOW PRICE.............£6 

WE  ALSO  CARRY  A  LIMITED  SELECTION  OF  OOLS  ITEMS  FOR  SALE 

........................



                    CONTENTS                   
The invention of OOLive Steam. Part two! 

The continuation of Richard Hallam’s incredible jour-

ney describing  his invention of the first commercial 

OOLive Steam Locomotives!  

Eric Fenwick’s 6220 “Coronation” Streamer 

All the latest technical updates on hand control-

lers, Pre-heating controllers, layouts etc 
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   General Information 

The 00 Live Steam Club is    

devoted to the collecting and 

operating of Hornby 00Gauge 

Live Steam trains.                  

The name Hornby and the 

use of the Hornby Live Steam 

Logo is with the kind permis-

sion of  HORNBY.                                     

All opinions expressed are 

those of the contributors. The 

00 L.S.C cannot  be held                         

legally responsible for any 

errors. 

                            

        EDITORIAL 

EDITOR.. Charles Leekam,       

to whom all articles, contributions 

and comments for inclusion in the 

00 L.S.C. Newsletter should be  

sent..    See contact details below                            

ALL CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO  

As the nights draw in and the trees begin to take on the yellow-

ing hues of a fast approaching Autumn landscape. We, the 

lucky members of the OOLSC will be  preparing to indulge in 

another busy round of  shows and exciting meet-ups with our 

fellow enthusiasts from around the country and abroad: sharing 

in the delights and mysteries of this wonderful hobby of 

OOLive Steam.  For many of our members the fun really starts 

with the annual roundup of railway engineering and modelling 

exhibitions. With endless opportunity to renew old friendships 

and  often, to make new ones among the growing fraternity of 

likeminded and kindred spirits whom  have discovered the im-

mense enjoyment of OOLS  as a seriously fun hobby!   For a 

good many of our members the enjoyment of playing trains, 

has evolved into something far beyond merely collecting the 

standard 00LS A3s and A4 Pacific locos marketed by Hornby. 

Tremendously exciting for our club is the advent of superbly 

modelled prototype OOLive Steam Locomotives such as Eric 

Fenwick’s stunning LMS  Stanier Steamlined Coronation Pacific 

6220 “Coronation” We are hugely proud to feature this excep-

tional model in this”Silver Jubilee”(Autumn) edition of our 

Newsletter. May the enjoyment commence!... Ed  

 
 



 

CHAIRMAN’S  COLUMN 

      



“They said it couldn't be done”    

 

Back in the year 2000 Richard Hallam wrote a se-

ries of articles about his invention for the British 

Railway Modelling magazine.  Twelve years on the 

OOLSC was formed to bring together enthusiasts 

and collectors of Hornby OOLive Steam Locos 

with Richard as our lifetime President.                                                                    

We would like to express our grateful thanks to the 

Editor of B.R.M...Mr John Emerson..for permit-

ting us to re-print the articles continuing with 

(part two) 

Richard Hallam’s original  prototype “Duchess” and “Black 

Five” resting after a heavy day’s running at the Doncaster 

show 2012.  

Both locos may be seen working faultlessly on the club’s exhi-

bition layout throughout the year.  



 

To be continued 

Next OOLSC Newsletter. 



L M S  STANIER 

STREAMLINED CORONATION PACIFIC  

When Eric Fenwick announced he was embarking 

on modelling an OOLive Steam Stanier Stream-

lined Coronation Pacific, both, his choice of loco 

and characteristic and charmingly positive ap-

proach to the challenges ahead drew wide applause 

from an appreciative gathering of an assembled 

(OOLSC) faithful.  

Over the course of the next few months we would 

be permitted brief glimpses of the model’s evolu-

tionary progress.  

An email here, a pdf or piccy or two.. there.     

All accompanied with brief insight into  Eric’s par-

ticular state of mind as each landmark stage of the 

manufacturing process was reached.  

It was to say the least at times, seemingly traumatic 

(Ugh! ANYONE-Help!) At others “UREKA”. a re-

sult! All in all though it was from start to finish, 

heading to be a remarkable, successful enjoyable en-

terprise! 

The result when the model was finally unveiled at the 

2012  NRM Shildon Railway Fest last June, 

was...“Simply Stunning”. 



THE OOLSC 2012  

MODEL ENGINEERING REVIEW 

Featuring: 

Eric Fenwick’s stunning OOLive Steam prototype                                                                                                             

       “C O R O N A T I O N”  S T R E A M E R                    

L M S  STANIER 

STREAMLINED CORONATION PACIFIC  

engineering of the steam pack and  the fine level of de-

tail and finish of the component parts. Once steam run-

ning has been mastered the locos can be operated with 

seamless  precision, especially when using the very 

efficient hand held controller currently operated on  the 

club layout. 

From the outset, Eric wanted to produce a different 

type of loco.  

The Club forum has been positively  buzzing with wide 

ranging debate on the theme of building your own 

loco.  Indeed!  One or two adventurous and technically 

savvy individuals among  the wide fraternity of  OOLS 

enthusiasts on the forum, have demonstrated  an ad-

vanced understanding of Engineering Thermodynamics 

in their ability to quite radically convert the standard 

steam generation pack.  

No point then, in pursuing a model requiring such  fun-

damental complexities. As Eric would be first to admit. 

He had never tackled anything like this, yet neverthe-

less was pretty confident he could do “something”!        

                                           Continued  over                                                                         

It all began with a members discussion over a 

particularly good evening meal and a couple of 

pints of real ale at the Pig and Parrot.  

Modelling  Event (meet ups) are an important 

part of the OOLS socializing process and catch 

up time among disparate friends to discuss on-

going pursuits and interests throughout the an-

nual model engineering /display calendar . How 

do we find easy ways to make new locos?  

The models produced by Hornby are out-

standing both in the quality of  the complex  

L M S  STANIER STREAMLINED  

CORONATION PACIFIC  

6220  “CORONATION” 



 

Eric had initially investigated the possibilities of 

engineering a steam pack from scratch and had 

already started the reverse engineering process. 

Whilst it is feasible to manufacture mechanical 

components—the main problem is having the 

machine tools to do it.. It would in all practicality 

require a model makers machine shop to make 

them. Nor did he possess the skills with electron-

ics to replicate what Hornby had done. 

Taking everything into the equation it came 

down to how could it be done considering all the 

complexities of LS and the heat involved 

(anywhere between 320degc and 400degc) 

around the immediate area of the superheater, 

posing considerable limitations on the heat resist-

ing qualities inherent in the final choice of model 

construction material(s). Hornby use a sophisti-

cated heat resisting injection moulded plastic 

with significant cost implications making it to-

tally impractical for small scale scratch built pro-

duction methods. 

Having considered the pros and cons of available 

off the shelf kits, Eric made a bold choice to ex-

periment using a white metal body kit. Not sur-

prisingly! Not the material of first choice for an 

OOLS project one might reasonably think. Nor 

particularly cost effective if the experiment 

ended up as an expensive piece of warped and 

twisted scrap metal on the dining room floor.  

It was also decided to marry the white metal 

body into an existing unmodified steam pack 

which could be returned if required to the origi-

nal Hornby A4 donor.  

Above: After considerable adaption the brass tender 

body is ready for attachment to the boiler assembly.  

  

After careful thought and much pondering over 

the considerable range of models available. Eric 

decided on “Coronation” as his first choice pref-

erence for the new OOLS loco. It had a suitably 

wide body to house the steam pack whilst provid-

ing the necessary space for insulation with an air 

gap between the white metal body and the super 

heater to prevent melting or distortion. 

Having recently repaired an old gas fire, Eric had 

used fibre glass rope as an effective insulation. 

For his model he used layers of thin strands of 

fibre glass rope wrapped in kitchen foil and ap-

plied  reflective aluminium strips to hold it to-

gether and act as an affective heat shield. Finally 

he lined the interior of the loco body with a thin 

cork sheeting. 

Below:  Undergoing initial Live Steam  testing on the 

rolling road. The white metal body of the Proto-type 

now married to the original A4 steam pack and chassis 

attached to  a very undressed tender /boiler assembly.  



As power plants go, it is entirely sensible to use an 

existing  A4 Live steam pack. The original Mallard” 

injection moulded body utilized a fully enclosed pis-

ton block which negated the need to apply any addi-

tional cosmetic treatment to the brass metal work 

when encased in the new white metal body. 

Also, Eric had a limited supply of well used second 

hand A4 s available purchased before OOLive Steam 

loco prices became inevitably a lot less affordable. 

Initial research showed that the A4 steam pack fitted 

quite easily into the white metal kit body of the 

Coronation streamer. 

Surprisingly, making mountings proved reasonably 

straight forward, finding methods of fixing the parts 

was a different matter.   

 During the testing process low melting point sol-

ders.... just melted! This required considerable time 

investment combined with some fiddly micro -

engineering producing mechanical fixings. E.g. 

small screws and super glue when all else had failed. 

Possessing no more than a limited tool kit built up of 

bits and pieces purchased or acquired as necessary 

such as the odd Dremmel meant using mostly hand 

tools. 

Doubtless! As would be expected the building proc-

ess involved a steep learning curve of the unex-

pected. For instance, mounting the boiler into the 

tender was a complex task requiring complete re-

figuration of component parts where the inappropri-

ate tool kit only added to ongoing frustrations.      

Using an etched brass tender kit made it logical to 

use high melting point solder wherever possible for 

the OOLS adaption of the Tender kit.    

This necessitated a complete new boiler mounting 

and wheel housing assembly and  ideally it re-

quires use of  a good quality precision milling 

machine to complete this particularly time con-

suming task. 

The loco  was tested throughout each major stage 

of construction .   

 

                             Specification  

Standard Hornby A4 Unmodified chassis and  

Steam pack inc Boiler/tender attachment 

White metal and brass kit  from...... DJH Models.: 

Transfers... FOX ..Transfers. 

Phoenix and Rail enamel paints. 

 

 

Eric’s personal verdict:   

A very big learning curve for him  but overall 

this is a viable solution:”I think”... It is possible 

that kits could be made  up specifically for 

OOLS ,with some agreement with a kit manu-

facturer  and access to a comprehensive set of  

modellers machine tools .  

 

 

Since completing his “Coronation” Streamer, Eric 

has made a stunning OOLS version of the B stan-

dard 8 Britannia “Duke of Gloucester” which will 

feature in our next edition Newsletter. 

Above: Final enamel paint spray finishes  applied to the 

loco and tender. 

Right: Eureka!   

Looking splendid and 

ready to roll. Eric’s 

stunning “Coronation”   

Finished in time for 

it’s public debut.  

NRM Shildon 012 
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               CLUB MEETINGS—EVENTS DIARY—EXHIBITIONS 

The London Model Engineering Exhibition 

Alexandra Palace — 18th to 20th January 2013. London N22  7AY 

 

Festival of British Railway Modelling 9th &10th February 2013.  

Doncaster Exhibition Centre, The Race Course, Doncaster DN2 6BB 

 

Model Rail Scotland 

The Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre (SECC), Glasgow, G3 8YW 

22nd, 23rd and 24th February 2013  

 

The London Festival of Railway Modelling. 

 Alexandra  Palace —23rd  - 24th  March  2013.  LONDON—N22  7AY 


